
About Chicory’s Teak Wood

Initial Setup: Perform these steps before first use

Teak Wood Care: The only care your furniture needs is an occasional wash to remove any dust and 
oils that have built up over the seasons.

Fabric Care for Oil Stains: Remove the fabric cover from cushion and wash on cold using detergent or hand 
wash using a mild cleaner and sponge.

Now you are ready to sit back and relax on your outdoor furniture!

Step 1: Wash: Spray the wood surface with water (DO NOT USE HIGH PRESSURE)

Step 1:  Remove Cushions 

Step 2: Scrub: Dip a scouring pad in cold soapy water & gently scrub surface

Step 2: Wash: Spray the wood surface with water (DON’T USE HIGH PRESSURE)

Step 3: Rinse: Gently spray down your furniture rinsing away any remaining oils

Step 3: Scrub: Clean any buildup or visible stains by scrubbing with a scouring pad or a soft bristle brush.

Step 4: Dry

Step 4: Dry

• Gently pat the surfaces dry with a cloth

• Let the furniture continue to dry out in the sun

• Once the wood is completely dry, place your cushions on the frame.

• Gently pat the surfaces dry with a cloth

• Let the furniture continue to dry out in the sun

• Once the wood is completely dry, place your cushions back on the frame. 

Long Term Care and Maintenance

Preventing Fading: Teak wood naturally fades from golden brown to silver-gray over time. To keep it golden 
brown use a Teak friendly cleaner.

When it Rains: Teak wood will bleed natural oils during rainfall. To prevent your cushions from being stained, bring 
them inside before the furniture gets wet, or cover with our All-Season Outdoor Protective Cover. Once the wood has 
a silvery-gray tone it has fully weathered and it’s no longer necessary to perform this step. 

Not Covered by Warranty: 1) Stains on fabric from teak oil, 2) damage caused by improper use of cleaners

Congratulations on purchasing Chicory’s outdoor furniture!   
We know you are looking forward to having your piece for years to come. 
Follow the steps below to ensure its longevity. 

Our Grade A Teak wood is naturally durable, making it an excellent choice for long term outdoor furniture.  However, Teak 
has naturally occurring oils that will bleed until the furniture has weathered. To prevent fabric stains, it is imperative to 
follow the care instructions below until the furniture has weathered.


